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The construction of the  instrument has been a d i f f i c u l t  and taxing 
undertaking. It seems now t o  the  wr i te r  that it i s  perhaps too much t o  
expect fo r  a superior instrument t o  r e su l t  d i rec t ly  from a design, worked 
out on paper, and translatea d i rec t ly  in to  a manufactured instrument. 
The design i s  a l l  important i f  the  instrument i s  ever t o  be a good one 
but a new instrument, w i l l  evolve s t ep  by s t ep  as problems arise and 
are solved. Problems arose and were solved on the  reflectometer. The 
data obtained indicates that good performance can be obtained from the  
instrument. A s  experience i s  gained, the  instrument can be fur ther  
improved. 
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For some years, the personnel of the Radiative Properties Laboratory, 
General Dynamics Convair, Space Science Section have been considering the 
trade-offs and optimizations for  t h i s  type of an instrument. 
analysis w a s  made of the focusing properties of an  e l l ipso id  for  such an 
application. 
of a f a r  infrared spectrorefhctometer which provides much of the coverage 
required and which has "growth potential" for  considerably greater coverage. 
A theore t ica l  
These background studies culminated i n  1966 i n  the design 
ii i 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
A s  space vehicles become more sophisticated and complex, the requirements 
increase fo r  refined and extended radiat ive property measurements. Instru-  
mentation t o  perform these measurements i s  not avai lable  commercially and 
t o  provide the  design engineer with the required data, it i s  necessary t o  
design, and construct instrumentation. A requirement ex i s t s  for  a general 
purpose device for measuring i n  a vacuum the absolute t o t a l  hemispherical 
reflectance as a function of wavelength, specimen temperature (especially 
low temperature) and angle. 
v io l e t  (W) beginning a t  about 0.2 p and extend through the  v is ib le  i n t o  the 
infrared ( I R ) ,  
the  extent of the coverage required i n  the  I R .  
data out t o  30 p i s  usually sa t i s fac tory .  
greater  I R  wavelength coverage i s  required. Angular coverage from close t o  
normal (0") t o  near grazing (90") incidence i s  required. 
larly important i n  that it allows the  determination of d i rec t iona l  emittance 
which, on integrat ion over 271 steradian provide$ t o t a l  hemispherical emittance 
as a function of wavelength. Most t o t a l  hemispherical data presently ava i l -  
able was obtained calorimetrically and there  i s  a r e a l  need for the  data as 
Wavelengths of i n t e re s t  extend from the u l t r a -  
The temperature a t  which a surface i s  t o  be used determines 
For room temperature work, 
For work at  low temperatures, 
This i s  particu- 
a function of wavelength. An instrument which w i l l  function t o  obtain data 
over the complete useful  ranges of wavelength, angle, atmosphere (vacuum 
e t c . )  and temperature t o  meet a l l  the  requirements of space exploration is, 
of course, desirable  but represents a "big order". 
The far infrared spectroreflectometer delivered t o  NASA provides wave- 
length coverage from 2.5 t o  90 p; the  poten t ia l  i s  from 0.2 p t o  360 p. 
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Angular coverage is  now @ t o  760; poten t ia l  6" t o  80". The sample i s  
now maintained a t  t a p  water temperature; elevated temperature measurements 
seem perfect ly  feasible;  these measurements w i l l  probably be limited by the 
e r ro r  resu l t ing  from heating of the  source by radiat ion from the sample. 
Reduced temperature measurements qre a l so  possible. 
maintain a sample a t  a known reduced temperature when a radiant f lux of 
some 50 watts i s  incident on a 1" sample disc.  [The d i r ec t  (as d i s t i n c t  
from the reciprocal)  operating mode would be highly advantageous i n  t h i s  
case .] 
The problem i s  t o  
1-2 
2.0 COMPONENT DESCRIPTION 
2.1 ELLIPSOID 
I n  the comparative analysis of t he  focusing properties of t he  hemisphere 
versus those of a hemi-ellipsoid, it w a s  determined t h a t  a hemi-ellipsoid 
generates a much be t t e r  (smaller)  image than does a hemisphere and accor- 
dingly the  use of an e l l ipso id  w a s  planned for  the spectroreflectometer. 
It w a s  determined t h a t  grinding of a hemi-ellipsoid of the type required 
t o  be extremely d i f f i c u l t .  A f t e r  some negotiations and discussions, a 
hemi-ellipsoid of t he  dimension shown i n  Figure 2.1-1 was procured. The * 
hemi-ellipsoid w a s  ground i n i t i a l l y  i n  such a way t h a t  an e l l ipso id  of 
revolution which w a s  symmetrical with respect t o  the  semi-major axis  w a s  
formed. This shape w a s  then cut i n  half along the  plane passing through 
the semi-major axis .  The two quarters of the  e l l ipso id  were then re-  
positioned t o  form the desired hemi-ellipsoid as shown i n  Figure 2.1-1. 
There i s  a very t h i n  crack or l ine  created by joining the  two halves of 
the  hemi-ellipsoid, but t h i s  represents such a small percent of the area 
of the e l l ipso id  surface that it does not cause serious e r ror .  Aluminum 
was evaporated on the  intersurface of the e l l ipso id  since it provides high 
reflectance i n  a l l  regions of i n t e re s t  and i s  reasonably r e s i s t an t  t o  
corrosion. 
The source i s  placed a t  one of the foci  of the  hemi-ellipsoid, the 
sample a t  t h e  other. The source radiance thus illuminates the  sample. 
The isotropy of t he  i l l u m i n a t i o n  i s  discussed i n  sections below under 
2.3 Source. 
*Perkin-Elmer Corporation, Costa Mesa, California 
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The f i r s t  e l l ipso id  showed excellent op t ica l  properties. Focusing 
of a point a t  one of Che foci t o  the other focus was found t o  be excellent. 
This is  the e l l i p se  which was delivered t o  NASA/AmeS. 
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2.2 MECHANICAL 
Reference i s  made t o  Figures 2.2-1 and 2.2-2. The system i s  enclosed i n  
a large v e r t i c a l  cyl indrical  tank which mounts on three legs. 
rotat ion mechanism consists of a large "rotation cylinder" which I' necks 
down" in to  a conical section t o  a bearing ring. 
axis  horizontal f i t s  in to  the ve r t i ca l  main tank as shown. It i s  suspended 
on both ends; on the s m a l l  end by a r o l l e r  bearing and on the large end by 
machined bearing surfaces. 
i s  under vacuum i s  borne by a large b a l l  bearing ring. 
s i s t i n g  of double "0" rings with provision for  pumping between the seals  
are provided. 
The source 
The cylinder with i t s  
The thrus t  which w i l l  be present when the  system 
Vacuum seals  con- 
The plate  which closes the  open end of the  cylinder holds the e l l ipso id ,  
source, sample, and chopper system. The system i s  kinematically mounted t o  
the  cylinder and vacuum sealed with "0" rings. The p la te  has a cavity with 
a semi-circular cross section which projects i n to  the cylinder. The flat  
par t  of t h i s  cavity is  d i rec t ly  under the  e l l ipso id  and serves t o  support it. 
The source and sample systems are  a l so  supported on the f l a t  top of the 
cavity. The cavity serves t o  allow access t o  the sample system and t o  supply 
cooling water and source power d i rec t ly  under the el l ipsoid.  
required f o r  obtaining angular data and the  100 percent datum i s  accomplished 
by turning the ro ta t ion  cylinder t o  which the p la te  cavity, e l l ipsoid,  chopper, 
etc. ,  are attached. 
The rotat ion 
r 
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The top of the main vacuum tank i s  sealed off with a large flange and 
made vacuum t i g h t  w i t h  "0" r ing  seals .  
space for  a boost-vac vacuum system of the type generally used i n  conjunction 
with vac ion systems. 
a t  the base of the main vacuum chamber. 
Below the  ro ta t ing  cylinder i s  a 
The port  fo r  the attachment of the vacuum system i s  
The monochromator i s  supported outside the  main vacuum chamber on a 
p la te  which fastens t o  the main tank. 
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2.3 SOURCE 
I n  the f i e l d  of infrared spectroscopy, a glow bar  or Nernst glower i s  
ordinar i ly  used i n  the infrared region from 2.5 t o  50 p. 
past 50 p a mercury a rc  such as the  type H4 
Both the  heated quartz envelope and the emitting mercury contribute t o  
t h e  radiation. 
For operation 
* 
i s  sometimes employed. 
It was i n i t i a l l y  planned t o  use a glow bar source f o r  
the  instrument but on investigation it was determined that the tungsten 
carbide comprising the glow bar element i s  subject t o  a cer ta in  amount of 
evaporation when operated i n  a vacuum. 
of course, coat the e l l i p so id  surface and degrade i t s  performance and 
thus the  use of a glow bar  was not desirable.  After some experimental 
study and experimentation, it was decided t o  use as a source a graphite 
thimble heated on the  inside by a tungsten filament. The graphite thimble 
or dome i s  placed over a tungsten filament as shown i n  Figure 2.3-1. This 
type of source has been demonstrated t o  work very well  for  extended periods 
of t i m e  i n  a vacuum w i t h  no graphite evaporation d i f f icu l ty .  The un i t  a l so  
works sa t i s f ac to r i ly  i n  a controlled atmosphere for  a more l imited period 
of t i m e .  
un i t  t o  function sa t i s f ac to r i ly .  
The evaporated material  would, 
The atmosphere must be f r ee  of water and oxygen i n  order for  the  
The use of a tungsten filament heated graphite hemisphere w a s  preferred 
over the  use of the  carbon rod source since a carbon rod would require large 
leads t o  carry high current a t  low voltage which could cause noise problems 
i n  the  amplification and detection systems. Further, the  tungsten lends 
i t s e l f  t o  a dome shape which i s  idea l  fo r  t h i s  application. 
*General E lec t r i c  Company 
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FIGUHE 2.3-1 TUNGSTEN BEATED GRAPHITE SOURCE 
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The instrument i s  a l so  provided with a H4 mercury a r c  fo r  the operation 
i n  the region from .2 t o  2 p and from 50 t o  100 p.  
be interchanged without breaking mcuum by ro ta t ing  the sowce holder. The 
The two sources may 
source holder i s  rotated by reaching in to  the sample space under the  e l l i p s e  
and ro ta t ing  a device i n  the source cavity with a small rod. There a r e  
some reservations regarding the use of the  mercury a r c  and these w i l l  be 
explained i n  the  sect ion on Operation, 4.0. 
The area of the source i s  of importance since it bears on the isotropy 
of the radiat ion s t r ik ing  the sample. Radiance fo r  the 100 percent da tum 
i s  taken from d i r ec t ly  below the sample posi t ion viewing the same par t  of 
the e l l i p s e  viewed by a specular sample. 2 This radiance value (watts/cm 
steradian)  should be equal t o  the radiance s t r ik ing  the sample area from any 
direct ion i n  the 277 steradian angle over the  sample. 
For many si tuat ions,  calculation of the  isotropy of the radiat ion 
s t r ik ing  the  sample i s  very complex. I n  one case however, it i s  s t ra ight -  
forward; namely the case i n  which a l l  rays from the  pa r t  of t he  sample 
viewed by the spectrometer a r e  re f lec ted  t o  and a r e  completely encompassed 
by the source. Consider that a mercury source is placed a t  the detector 
posi t ion i n  the monochromator. The green l i ne  is  run "backward" through 
the  monochromator, comes out the entrance s l i t ,  goes through the op t i ca l  
system and i s  imaged on the  sample. 
diffuse r e f l ec to r .  The l i gh t  s t r ik ing  the  sample i s  diffusely re f lec ted  
from the sample and specularly re f lec ted  by the e l l i p so id  onto the source. 
If a l l  of the  image a t  the source posi t ion i s  within the boundary of the  
source, i .e . ,  fal ls  on the  source, any and a l l  so l id  angles over t he  image 
Assume that the sample i s  a perfect ly  
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MAGNIFIED IMAGE 
FROM SAMPLE 
IMAGE FROM 
SPECTROMETER 
.75 " 
FIG. 2.3 - 2  : IMAGE MAGNIFICATION O N  THE SOURCE 
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on the  sample w i l l  be f i l l e d  with radiat ion from the  source and thus the  
radiat ion s t r ik ing  the  sample from the  source w i l l  be the  source radiance 
as attenuated by the  reflectance of the e l l i p so ida l  re f lec tor .  
nation of the  sample area used w i l l  then be isotropic  i f  the source i s  
The illmi- 
isotropic  and the reflectance of the  e l l i p so id  surface i s  uniform. 
The s i z e  of the source and the s ize  of the image of the spectrometer 
on the sample then becomes important. 
magnification with the  e l l i p so id  i s  1.4 i n  the "length" direct ion and 
2.5 i n  the  "width" direct ion.  
The image i s  0.3" by 0.4". The 
This magnification shown i s  based on 
calculations made by a member of the  laboratory during the ear ly  consider- 
a t ion  of the  e l l i p s o i d a l  r e f l ec t ive  device (Reference 1). 
The magnification depends on which area of the  e l l i p so id  i s  being used 
t o  r e f l ec t  the l i gh t ;  the  l e a s t  magnification or  demagnification occurring 
when the cen t r a l  par t  of the  e l l i p so id  above the sample is  used. Applying 
the  magnification c r i t e r i a ,  a source s ize  as shown i n  the  drawing below, 
Figure 2.3-2, i s  required i f  the  source i s  planar and l i e s  on the equator. 
The center of t he  source w i l l  be used most of t he  t i m e  since samples, 
especial ly  i n  the  I R ,  tend t o  "bunch" the re f lec ted  energy i n  and around 
the  specular angle which w i l l  give e s sen t i a l ly  a 1 t o  1 source sample image 
relat ionship.  However, i f  the  sample i s  a diffuse re f lec tor ,  or i f  angular 
measurements a r e  made, then areas other than the  "overhead" areas of the e l l i p s e  
a re  used and a larger  source i s  required. 
i s  used advisedly here. 
shown i n  Figure 2.3-2, are re f lec ted  from the  lower parts of the  e l l i p s e ,  
i.e., nearer t he  equator. 
of the source posi t ion,  however, are "too high or too  low" t o  s t r i k e  the  
larger ,  ra ther  than greater  area 
The rays of l i g h t  which require  a la rger  source as 
These rays tend t o  t r a v e l  across t h e  center point 
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point that would provide a one t o  one image relationship.  Accordingly, 
ra ther  than making the  detector area large,  it i s  possible t o  keep the 
detector small by allowing it t o  project a short  distance above and a 
short  distance below the  equator. 
requirement t o  have the source intercept  a l l  of the "backward" green l i ne  
To put it another way, it i s  the  
rays re f lec ted  from the sample. T h i s  i s  most easily done by making a three-  
dimensional source ra ther  than making a large area f la t  source. 
has the  fur ther  advantage that  the  c r i t i c a l  placement of the source and the 
sample a t  the equator of the  e l l i p s e  i s  no longer required, since there  i s  
a range of posit ions of the source and sample near the equator where f u l l  
isotropic  i l lumination i s  obtained. The use of a three dimensional source 
does require that a low shield be provided t o  eliminate d i r ec t  radiat ion 
from the  source t o  the  sample; such shields  have been provided. The gray 
body graphite source provides a three-dimensional or volume source. The 
diameter of t h i s  source i s  indicated i n  Figure 2.3-2 i n  dotted form. 
T h i s  device 
It was a l so  noted that the ref lectance of the e l l i p so id  surfaces must 
be uniform. 
reflectance should be essent ia l ly  uniform over i t s  e n t i r e  surface. Inci-  
dentally,  t h i s  i s  a d i s t i n c t  advantage of t h i s  system a s  compared t o  the 
two parabola systems. The rays from the source t o  the  e l l i p s e  t o  the 
sample a l l  a re  re f lec ted  a t  near normal incidence i r respect ive of whether 
the  sample i s  d i f fuse  or specular o r  whether angular measurements a re  
being made. 
var ie ty  of angles and reflectance on the aluminized parabola surfaces i s  
The e l l i p so id  i s  uniformly polished and illuminated and the  
With the  double parabola system, the  rays a re  re f lec ted  a t  a- 
a function of angle. 
proportion t o  deviations i n  reflectance and polar izat ion e f f ec t s  introduced. 
The uniformity of i r r ad ia t ion  would be degraded i n  
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2.4 TRANSFER OPTICS 
The radiat ion from the source is re f lec ted  by the e l l i p so id  and illuminates 
the sample. 
spherical  mirror M1, (see Figures 2.2-1 and 2.2-2) over the  sample, re f lec ted  
t o  the  M2 diagonal, thence t o  the toro id  mirror M3, and finally, t o  the 
monochromator s l i t  by p la in  mirror M4. 
through a transparent window. 
mission i n  d i f fe ren t  wavelength regions and a re  sh i f ted  i n t o  place by a 
ro ta t ing  p la te .  The aperture of the  monochromator i s  thus f i l l e d  with the  
radiance re f lec ted  from the  sample. 
Radiation re f lec ted  from the sample is received by the small 
I n  leaving the tank the  beam passes 
Different windows a re  required fo r  t rans-  
The s l i t  of the spectrometer i s  imaged on the  spherical  mirror over the 
sample; the grat ing of the  instrument i s  imaged on the sample. When narrow 
s l i t s  a r e  used, the image on the small spherical  mirror i s  narrow and i f  
it were desired t o  l i m i t  t he  "shadowing" e r ror ,  i .e. ,  t he  e r r o r  due t o  the  
mirror blocking par t  of t he  radiat ion from the e l l i p s e  t o  the sample, a 
narrower spherical  mirror could be used. 
i s  en t i r e ly  possible. 
For wavelengths out t o  40 p, t h i s  
To make angular measurements it i s  necessary t o  make the image narrow 
on the sample. 
mask is  provided. 
parabola in the  spectrometer or  i n  f ront  of t he  grating. 
The t r ans fe r  optics a r e  designed t o  accommodate the  full aperture of 
T h i s  may be done with a mask i n  f ront  of the  toroid.  A 
The masking could a l so  be done i n  f ront  of the  off axis 
the  monochromator as determined by f i l l i n g  the e x i t  s l i t  aperture with l i g h t  
from a mercury arc .  
diagonal mirror past the e x i t  s l i t  w a s  not of suf f ic ien t  s ize  t o  allow use of 
I n  developing the instrument, it w a s  found that the  
sl i ts  wider than about 1.6 d i a l  ( d i a l  x 5 mm = sl i t  opening) without the 
beam f a l l i n g  off t he  diagonal mirror or  Restrahlen p la te .  The r e s u l t  of 
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t h i s  is  a loss of some energy a t  s l i t s  above 1.6 d i a l  (1.6 d i a l  = 8.0 mm). 
The mirrors i n  the op t i ca l  t r ans fe r  system a re  fixed and i n  ordinary 
operation do not rotate .  There i s  a mechanism for  ro ta t ing  M 1  and M2 but 
this i s  used only for  alignment and checking as discussed under 3.0, 
Alignment. 
Measurements a t  various angles may be made by ro ta t ing  the e l l ipso id ,  
sample, and chopper system about an axis  lying i n  the sample plane and 
passing through the center of the sample and perpendicular t o  the major 
axis  of the  el l ipsoid.  
The 100 percent datum i s  obtained by ro ta t ing  the e l l i p so id  180° from 
i t s  sample measurement posi t ion a f t e r  sh i f t i ng  the sample out of posit ion 
a s  shown i n  Figure 2.2-2. Thus the  radiance value of the  radiat ion incident 
on the sample i s  d i r ec t ly  recorded with exactly the same opt ica l  system 
which w a s  used t o  measure the  ref lected radiance. The mechanical arrange- 
ment f o r  accomplishing t h i s  i s  discussed i n  d e t a i l  under Mechanical Design, 
Section 2.2. 
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2.5 CHOPPER 
The sample receives l i gh t  and absorbs par t  of it and r e f l ec t s  the re- 
mainder. The reflectance i s  obtained by determining the  r a t i o  of the  
ref lected l i gh t  t o  the  incident l igh t .  
- 1  
P - -  
Io = incident beam in tens i ty  
IO 
I = ref lected beam in tens i ty  (1) 
The sample w i l l  a l so  e m i t  energy since it w i l l  be a t  some temperature 
above absolute zero. Unless an instrwnent fo r  the measurement of d i -  
rec t iona l  reflectance i s  properly designed, this sample self-emission 
degrades the accuracy of the reflectance data and the  seriousness of t h i s  
degradation increases as the wavelength and sample temperature increase. 
Since long wavelength coverage w a s  a design c r i t e r ion  for  t h i s  instrument, 
spec ia l  a t ten t ion  t o  t h i s  problem w a s  required. 
cates the r a t i o  of t h e  emitted flux from a 1400'K blackbody ( the  approxi- 
The following tab le  indi-  
mate temperature of a globar source) t o  the  emission from a black sample 
a t  Ts (Ts = 300°K, 35OoK, 400'K, 450'K). 
TABLE 2.5-1 
Ratio of Blackbody Flux a t  14OO0K 
t o  Blackbody Flux a t  Sample 
Temperature T 
S 
S 
h Microns 300' K 350°K 400' K 450'K 
2 1.5 x lo8 5.1 x lo6 3.8 x 106 5.3 x 105 
5 2000 520 190 85 
10 68 34 19 13 
20 15 10 7.5 5.8 
50 6.8 5.7 4.7 4 
100 5.8 4.7 4 3.5 
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It i s  immediately evident t h a t  between 5 and 10 p the self-emission 
e r ro r  w i l l  become s igni f icant .  It i s  so serious a t  longer wavelengths 
t h a t  a basic  design which eliminates the  e f f e c t  is  required. 
A well-established method t o  eliminate sample emission e f f ec t s  i n  
IR absorption spectroscopy i s  t o  chop the  source radiat ion between the 
source and the  sample. 
reflectance instrument and i s  an in t eg ra l  feature  of t he  design. 
This method has been adapted t o  the d i rec t iona l  
The designing of a chopper t o  operate between the  source and the 
sample i n  an e l l i p so ida l  reflectometer presents some mechanical design 
d i f f i cu l ty .  
system i s  placed close t o  the  source or a t  or  close t o  a point of focus, 
so t h a t  t he  cross sect ion of the beam which i s  chopped i s  of r e l a t ive ly  
small s i z e .  
foc i  and sample a t  the other  focus chopping between the source and 
samples makes necessary a chopper which i s  capable of intermit tent ly  
passing and blocking l i g h t  radiat ing from the source in to  a hemisphere. 
A system was designed wherein the  chopper blade i s  i n  the form of a 
hemicylinder. The source l i e s  within the cylinder and the chopper 
hemicylinder blade revolves around the  source. 
i s  out of posit ion,  the source i s  f o r  p rac t i ca l  purposes completely 
exposed t o  the hemisphere. And when the  chopper i s  i n  the  closed 
posit ion,  the beam is completely blocked from the e l l i p so id .  
Ordinarily, the  chopper f o r  an infrared spectroscopic 
Using the e l l i p so id  design with the source a t  one of the  
Thus, when the blade 
The f a c t  t h a t  hemispherical radiat ion ra ther  than j u s t  a s m a l l  
beam has t o  be chopped causes an amplif icat ion problem. Consider the 
o p t i c a l  path between the  sample posi t ion and the  source i f  the sample 
i s  a specular r e f l ec to r  (or i f  the  instrument i s  i n  the posi t ion t o  
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measure the 100% datum). 
l a t ive ly  narrow above the source. 
the l i g h t  from the source w i l l  radiate  i n  a l l  directions and the sample 
w i l l  receive l i g h t  from a l l  directions over a hemisphere. 
which i s  detected i n  the spectrometer is  very wide. It is  evident t h a t  
chopping the beam i n  the specular or 100% mode w i l l  be rapid, i .e.,  the 
beam w i l l  go from completely blocked t o  completely open and vice versa 
i n  a r e l a t ive ly  small f rac t ion  of the ro ta t ion  cycle of the chopper. 
But for the diffuse sample measurement, the chopper w i l l  require more 
The beam "seen" by the spectrometer is  re- 
If the sample i s  a diffuse re f lec tor ,  
The beam 
time t o  completely block or  t o  completely c lear  the angles in to  which 
the detected radiat ion i s  emitted. With a chopper which i s  ro ta t ing  a t  
constant velocity, the s igna l  from a specular sample w i l l  be of consid- 
erably d i f fe ren t  shape from the s igna l  received i f  a diffuse sample was 
being measured. While it i s  t rue  t h a t  the "area under the curvestt is  
the same, it has been learned t h a t  the response of these two types of 
signals would be d i f fe ren t .  
The t e s t  sheet furnished by Brower Laboratories is  reproduced i n  Figure 
2.5-1. It was found t h a t  e r rors  as high as a few percent occur. This 
i s ,  of course, an unacceptable e r ror ,  even though it i s  t rue  tha t  i n  
most cases the e r ro r  would be no where near t h i s  large since most samples 
a re  approximately specular or  i f  not specular a t  l e a s t  have most of t h e i r  
energy "bunched" i n  a cone around the specular direct ion and thus the  
angular discrepancy between the 100% and the sample would not be so 
great .  But it w i l l  be per iodical ly  necessary t o  study samples which 
* 
A t e s t  was performed by Brower Laboratories. 
* 
M r  . Brower, Brower Laboratories, Inc . , Westboro, Massachusetts. 
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A TEST WAS PERFORMED TO DETERMINE: THE EFFECT OF CHOPPING ANGIE 
ON OUTPUT ENERGY AS DETECTED BY A THERMOCOUPTF: AND AMPLIFIED 
BY A PIROWER TABS. MODEL # E 9  SYNCHRONOUS AMPLIFIER. 
LIGHT QOURCE 
CHOPPER CHOPPING TOSS OF 
MIRROR POSITION ANGTR RNERGY $J 
1 20° - 
:' 4 5 O  :' . 0 
CE LL 3 t;0" 3.0 
4 90" 8.0 
4 3  2 1 
FROM POSITION #1 TO POSITION #4 THE OUTPUT ENERGY 
FROM TIE CRLI DECREASED BY A FACTOR OF 8%. 
POINT C3OPPING 
20': CHOPPING 
90' CXOPPING 
I I JGIIT ENERGY WAVEFORMS ENTERING C E L L  
FIGURE : .5-1 
EVALUATION OF ENERGY OUTPUT V S  CHOPPED BEAM AREA 
(DATA PROVIDED l3Y BROWER TABORATORIES ) 
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a r e  diffuse i n  nature and, therefore,  a "fix" was required. 
This was accomplished through the use of a reciprocating sine wave 
drive system i n  the chopper gear t r a i n  wherein there i s  a r e l a t ive ly  
long dwell time of the chopper blade i n  the closed posit ion and i n  the 
open posi t ion and rapid t r ans i t i on  between the open and the closed 
posit ions.  Based on M r .  Brower's data,  the use of the sine wave motion 
w i l l  reduce the e r ror  t o  under 1% for the most extreme case ( for  a per- 
f e c t l y  d i f fuse  sample). 
t h a t  the e r ro r  w i l l  be considerably smaller than t h i s .  
Thus, f o r  ordinary samples, it is  ant ic ipated 
The reciprocating nature of the chopper makes possible another type 
of e r ro r  for angular measurements which was not real ized when the  reciproca- 
t i ng  motion was designed. For an "ordinary" sample, not perfect ly  diffuse 
but which bunches ref lected energy about the specular direct ion,  the 
performance of angular measurements uses l i g h t  from di f fe ren t  par t s  
(angles) of the source, depending on the angular s e t t i ng .  
whether the chopper approaches from the right-hand s ide  or the left-hand 
Depending on 
side,  the chopper w i l l  tend t o  close off  the beam ear ly  and open it late 
or do the opposite and close l a t e  and open ear ly .  Either way there could 
be an e r ro r  since the square wave would no longer by symmetrical. The 
quick open - quick close charac te r i s t ics  of the chopper tend t o  minimize 
t h i s  e r ro r  and no indicat ion of e r ro r  was found experimentally due t o  
d i f f i c u l t y  from reciprocating chopping when making angular measurements. 
A parenthet ical  note might be added a t  t h i s  point.  T.e instrument 
was designed t o  operate i n  the reciprocal mode because no isotropic  I R  
detector  was avai lable .  If a t  a l a t e r  date, such a detector  is  avai lable ,  
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the modifications t o  i n s t a l l  it i n  the instrument should be minimal and 
many problems would be eliminated. The chopper could be ins ta l led  out- 
s ide  the vacuum tank. The chopper has been the most d i f f i c u l t  item of 
the Far Infrared Spectroreflectometer t o  develop. 
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2.6 SAMPLE 
It was desired t o  make the  sample as large as feasible i n  order t o  
allow the  performance of angular measurements over a wide angular 
increment. It was a l so  required tha t  water cooling of the sample be 
provided i n  order t o  maintain the  samples a t  room temperature during 
measurement. There w i l l  be approximately 50 watts radiant energy 
focused on the  center portion of the sample and t h i s  heat must be t rans-  
ferred t o  a coolant l iqu id  i n  order t o  prevent the sample from being 
heated. 
A design was evolved i n  which the  sample i s  1" i n  diameter and 
i n  which t a p  water thermostating a t  the  sample back surface i s  provided. 
A drawing of  t he  sample holder and cross section i s  shown i n  Figure 
2.6-1. Four sample holders a re  provided, each may be positioned i n  
the measurement posit ion without breaking vacuum by the  sample rotat ion 
mechanism. 
The  large sample i s  useful  and necessary for  angular measurements 
t o  near grazing angles. H-rwever, a troublesome e r ro r  w a s  found which i s  
ind i rec t ly  re la ted t o  sample s ize .  Radiation from the graphite thimble 
source i s  imaged onto the sample area. Usually the source was operated 
a t  an output of about 60 w a t t s .  Probably a t  least 80$ of t h i s  power i s  
radiated and lands on the  sample. I f  the sample is  a good re f lec tor  the  
l i gh t  w i l l  r e f l ec t  back from the  sample t o  the source area. Some of the 
returning radiat ion w i l l  s t r i k e  and be absorbed by the source. (The 
focusing properties of the  e l l i p se  a re  such that a large portion of the  
returned radiat ion does not s t r i k e  the source, however, a s ign i f icant  
amount of it does.) 
which i s  not absorbed is  ref lected from the  source and can make another 
The returned radiat ion which s t r ikes  the  source and 
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SAMPLE \ 
WATER O U l  
FIGURE 2.6-1 SAMPLE HOIDER DETAIL 
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pass a t  t he  sample thus giving effect ively a higher radiant f lux  from 
the  source. I n  i n i t i a l  tests it w a s  found that e r rors  of a f e w  percent 
were occurring due t o  these phenomena and t h a t  reflectances for vacuum 
deposited aluminum were running the  order of 1024, i n  some wavelength 
regions. The e r ro r  due t o  the  ref lected l i gh t  from the source would be 
eliminated i f  the  source were a blackbody ( a l l  the  ref lected l i gh t  would 
be absorbed). 
The radiat ion return t o  the source a l so  causes another type of error .  
The source i s  heated s l igh t ly  by the sample ref lected enerw.  This heat- 
ing  was demonstrated t o  occur by viewing the sample with a pyrometer first 
when it w a s  i n  the measurement posit ion and then when the  sample w a s  re- 
moved and the instrument w a s  put i n  the 106 position. 
about 8°C temperature could be detected when the  tes t  w a s  made without 
t he  sample caps on the  samples. 
A difference of 
To control the  radiat ion return t o  the  source, special  sample caps 
were fastened t o  the sample holder cylinders t o  l i m i t  the  exposed area 
of the sample t o  ju s t  s l i gh t ly  larger  than the area of the spectrometer 
image on the sample. It w a s  found that the  placement of caps over the  
sample largely eliminated the  source reflectance par t  of the  error .  Caps 
a re  supplied with the  instrument and may be fastened t o  the sample cylinders 
and used f o r  a l l  near normal incidence measurements. 
ments spec ia l  caps with a longer slot are provided t o  accommodate the  longer 
image pat tern on the  sample. 
For angu.lar measure- 
The heating of t he  source due t o  ref lected energy probably causes a 
small e r ro r  i n  the  reflectance measured i n  the region from 2.5 t o  4 p. 
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But past  about 4p the  e r ro r  i s  negligible due t o  the  character is t ics  
of the rad ia t ing  bodies i n  these wavelength regions, i.e., on the long 
wavelength s ide of the blackbody peak, changes i n  temperature cause only 
very s m a l l  changes i n  radiance. It is  easy t o  detect  and determine the  
amount of t he  source heating e r ror .  When the large ro ta t ion  cylinder i s  
rotated from the  loo$ posit ion t o  the sample measurement posit ion and the 
sample i s  rotated in to  position, a value w i l l  be obtained fo r  the re- 
f lected l i gh t  which w i l l  increase over a period of 15 o r  20 seconds. 
The i n i t i a l  value determined is  undoubtedly the essent ia l ly  correct 
reflectance value and the  increase i s  due t o  the  heating o f  the  source. 
It w i l l  be found t h a t  t h i s  occurs only i n  the i n i t i a l  parts of the 
spectrum (first couple of microns) as noted above, and the  correct value 
of the reflectance can be obtained by taking the  i n i t i a l  reading printed 
a f t e r  allowing for  the  usual detection system lag.  (S ta r t  the d i g i t a l  
recorder pr int ing before the  sample i s  rotated in to  posit ion and leave 
it on as the  sample is positioned.) 
A s  noted under source, a three-dimensional or volume source ra ther  
than a planar source i s  provided and has many advantages. It does have 
the  disadvantage that radiat ion could ( i f  not blocked) d i r ec t ly  i l l u m i -  
nate the’ sample from a grazing angle. 
pecial ly  so  fo r  diffusely re f lec t ing  samples. The small sample caps 
mentioned above effect ively block d i rec t  radiat ion t o  the  sample. The 
angular sample caps are provided with small l i p s  a t  the end t o  accomplish 
the  same purpose. 
This i s  clearly undesirable and es- 
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2.7 SPECTROMETER 
In the past ,  Model 9 or 99 monochromators have been generally employed 
with reflectance measurements of the type described here. These instru-  
ments use salt  prisms t o  disperse l i g h t  and are f l ex ib l e  and have been 
generally sa t i s fac tory ,  however, they are subject t o  cer ta in  l imitat ions.  
The most serious of which i s  the wavelength coverage i n  the far  I R  spec t r a l  
region. 
* 
* 
A thoroughly developed grating-type monochromator, Ivbdel 210, 
provides extended wavelength coverage i n  the  far IR and has many other  
which 
advantages i n  comparison t o  the prism instruments i s  avai lable .  This 
monochromator has been selected f o r  use i n  t h i s  reflectometer. Using 
interchangeable gratings it w i l l  operate i n  the  wavelength region 0.25 p 
t o  400 p with the gratings supplied l i g h t  dispersion from 2.5 t o  125 p 
i s  provided. 
and using other  Restrahlen plates ,  f i l ters ,  and thermocouples the  range 
can probably be extended t o  past  110 p .  
The instrument was successfully operated from 2.5 t o  90 p, 
As delivered, the instrument employs a diamond window thermocouple 
3cJc 
detector  f o r  the  infrared region. Separation of orders of the  gratings 
and s t r a y  l i g h t  are controlled through the use of f i l t e r s  as described 
under Section 2.11. 
plug as t o  allow purging with an i n e r t  atmosphere. 
The monochromator i s  equipped with a gas i n l e t  
By p u r g i x  the 
monochromator and using a vacuum o r  purged atmosphere i n  the e l l i p so id  
chamber, it i s  possible t o  obtain spec t r a l  da ta  e s sen t i a l ly  f r e e  from 
interference of atmospheric absorption bands. If atmospheric absorption 
* 
Perkin-Elmer Corp., Norwalk, Connecticut. 
** 
Reeder Co., Detroit ,  Michigan. 
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i s  a par t icu lar ly  c r i t i c a l  problem f o r  some spec ia l  work, use of a co l l a r  
i n  the area between the window and the monochromator could be eas i ly  
fashioned. 
The e f fec t ive  aperture of the 210 i s  f/3.8.versus f/4.5 f o r  the 
prism instrument. 
considerably be t t e r  than with the Model 99. 
The resolution obtainable with the  Model 210 i s  
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2.8 DETECTORS 
The detector supplied with the instrument i s  a Model RP-5W thermocouple 
with a diamond window. 
It is not possible t o  se l ec t  a thermocouple which is  optimum f o r  
a l l  wavelengths and tradeoffs a re  required and performance considerably 
reduced from optimum is obtained i f  a thermocouple is  procured t o  cover 
the f u l l  wavelength region from 2.5 t o  100 p. It is encouraging tha t  
good performance was obtained with the supplied couple and considerably 
increased performance poten t ia l  ex is t s  by using optimized couples i n  given 
wavelength increments, Considerations involved i n  optimizing the couple 
involve ta rge t  s i ze  and window material .  
2.8.1 WINDOW MATERIAL 
The only material which appears sui table  f o r  thermocouple window %hat 
transmits from 2.5 t o  100 p i s  diamond. This material  i s  supplied with 
the instrument. It has serious and r e s t r i c t i v e  absorptions as shown i n  
Figure 2.8-1. Past 50 p, i t s  transmission i s  reported t o  be good. 
iodide has f a i r l y  good transmission from 2.5 t o  50 p, but has ra ther  high 
reflectance losses .  
begins t o  cut off  a t  about 40 p and probably i s  not useable a t  50 p .  
From 2.5 t o  50 p there  is  cer ta in ly  considerable performance t o  be gained 
by the use of a b e t t e r  window on the thermocouple as shown by Figure 2.8-1, 
2.8.2 THERMOCOUPLF: TARGET SIZE 
The e l l i p so id  i n  f ront  of the thermocouple detector  reduces the image 
about 6 t o  1. 
reduced t o  correspond t o  t h i s  (plus a l i t t l e )  and is  2.0 mm wide. On 
the conventional spectrometers which have s l i t  openings up t o  2.0 m, 
Cesium 
Cesium bromide has lower reflectance losses,  but 
The s l i t  i s  10 mm high. The height of the ta rge t  is  
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the  t a rge t  i s  usually made .2 m i l l i m e t e r  wide. The Model 210, of course, 
has a poss ib i l i t y  of providing s l i t  openings up t o  10 mm. 
f u l l  image a t  the detector  posi t ion t o  f a l l  on the thermocouple would 
require a couple which i s  about 2 mm X 2 mm. But i n  many regions of 
the spectrum a s l i t  nowhere nearly 10 mm wide i s  required and the use 
of a couple which i s  optimized f o r  the f u l l  s l i t  width would be r e l a t ive ly  
insensi t ive due t o  the large mass of the detector material. 
couple which i s  too narrow would not receive a l l  of the l i g h t  available 
a t  the  detector posit ion.  The compromise made i n  the  case of the instru-  
ment delivered t o  NASA was t o  make the diamond window thermocouple t a rge t  
2.0 mm X 0.8 mm. 
To allow the  
Similarly, a 
It is f e l t  very l i ke ly  and w i l l  be tes ted  i n  our 
laboratory t h a t  the use of a quartz couple and a wider t a rge t  w i l l  allow 
* our operation of the instrument out past  100 p .  A cesium bromide couple 
with a t a rge t  s i ze  of 2.0 mm X 0.5 mm would probably be optimum f o r  the 
wavelength of 2.5 t o  40 p .  
It is  necessary from t i m e  t o  t i m e ,  making adjustments and so for th ,  
t o  remove the monochromator from i ts  posi t ion and then t o  replace it. 
Great care should be exercised i n  se t t i ng  the monochromator down i n  i t s  
posi t ion on the spectrometer. The thermocouple t a r g e t  can be broken by 
a s m a l l  drop (a") of the  monochromator in to  posi t ion.  
i s  a b i t  d i f f i c u l t  t o  hold, however, with care it can be inser ted in to  
posi t ion and removed from posi t ion with no mechanical shock. 
The monochromator 
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2.9 AMPL;TFIER 
Reference is  made t o  the  instrument manual regarding the  Brower amplifier. 
It w a s  found during development and checkout that the  preamplifier en- 
vironment w a s  very c r i t i c a l  and it was necessary t o  remove the preampli- 
f i e r  from the  re lay rack and place it on a small table. A table w a s  
not provided fo r  t h i s  preamplifier f o r  NASA inasmuch as the exact s p a t i a l  
arrangement of components which would be used w a s  not known. It i s  
recommended t h a t  the  preamplifier be set  on a stable platform which i s  
not subject t o  any vibrations from pumps, choppers and so fo r th  and i s  
away f r o m  any s t r ay  e l e c t r i c  f ie ld .  
An open thermocouple manifests i t s e l f  among other ways by the  in-  
a b i l i t y  t o  obtain tes t  cal ibrat ing signals on the  amplifier. The chopper 
operates a t  5.5 cps and i f  it is  desired t o  use the amplifier with other  
equipment and a standard 11 cps Brower chopper, an a l te rna te  frequency 
card must be subst i tuted f o r  the card i n  t h e  instrument. 
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2.10 RECORDING 
Recording is  accomplished by means of the Model 2401C 
mil l ivo l t  meter and the Model 6 6 - 5 6 2 ~ ~  d i g i t a l  recorder. 
* 
integrat ing d i g i t a l  
* 
These a re  both 
very nice instruments and they function well .  
regarding maintenance and so for th ,  reference is  made t o  the ra ther  
complete manuals supplied w i t h  these instruments by the manufacturers. 
For fur ther  information 
* 
Hewlett Packard, Pa10 Alto, California.  
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2.11 ELECTRICAL 
A simple diagram of the e l e c t r i c a l  wiring system i s  shown i n  Figure 
2.11-1. A constant voltage supply transformer i s  used t o  supply 
the sources. The switching i s  such t h a t  e i the r  the mercury lamp or 
the  gray body source may be turned on, but not both sources a t  one time. 
Care should be exercised t o  be sure that the water i s  always turned on 
before the sources a re  activated.  
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2.12 FILTERS AND WINDOWS 
F i l t e r s  1 through 7 supplied with the instrument cover the range from 
2.5 t o  about 4-0 c1 as shown i n  the Instrument Sett ings Table. 
mission curves were not supplied with these f i l t e r s .  
sa t i s fac tory  i n  the wavelength region specified,  however, it i s  suspected 
tha t  transmission of these f i l t e r s  is not outstanding i n  cer ta in  regions 
where t h e i r  use i s  required. 
Trans- 
They seem t o  be 
However, overa l l  sa t i s fac tory  operation 
i s  obtained using them. 
Past 40 c1 there were problems. The manufacturer did not supply 
f i l t e r s  f o r  the Model 210 i n  t h i s  range, but recommended the use of 
Restrahlen plates ,  s c a t t e r  p la tes ,  e t c .  The use of graphite loaded 
high density polyethylene was a l so  suggested. This material  has prop- 
e r t i e s  of sooted mirrors or  windows and is much more convenient t o  use 
(and b e t t e r ) .  A l i t e r a t u r e  search was made for sui table  materials and 
several  were tes ted.  
Instrument Set t ings Table was f i n a l l y  evolved. 
The generally sa t i s fac tory  scheme outlined i n  the 
The f i l t e r  number 8 i s  made up of two layers  of high density poly- 
ethylene. This, used i n  conjunction with the quartz window, provides 
sa t i s fac tory  operation out t o  9 p and perhaps fur ther ,  depending on the 
use of optimum Restrahlen p la tes  and detectors.  
ethylene cuts  off the v i s ib l e  and near E3 portion of the spectrum, and 
the quartz cuts off the radiat ion between about 7 c1 and 40 p. I n  checking 
one layer  of the high densi ty  polyethylene and quartz f i l t e r s ,  it was deter-  
mined t h a t  the place where probably a small amount of energy "gets through" 
is  i n  the region where the transmission of the quartz is  j u s t  ending and 
the transmission of the high density polyethylene i s  ju s t  beginning. As  
The high density poly- 
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* 
bes t  as  could be determined using the scale expansion on an I R  4, 
two f i l t e r s  leave a small "roof -shaped" area where a small amount of 
f a l s e  energy probably leaks through. 
f i l t e r s ,  as was done on the NASA instrument, largely eliminated the 
d i f f i c u l t y  and allowed operation t o  past  50 p. 
transmission past  50 p would be highly desirable.  Reportedly, very high 
performance f i l t e r s  a re  available,  
has not yet  been received. These w i l l  be checked and the information 
regarding them made available t o  NASA. 
the 
Doubling the high density polyethylene 
A f i l t e r  with b e t t e r  
* 
and a s e t  of these is on order, but 
The c r y s t a l  quartz window has i t s  opt ic  axis  lying on the face.  
This type c r y s t a l  has b e t t e r  f a r  IR transmission charac te r i s t ics  than other 
cuts .  
The KBr and cesium iodide windows provided a re  of a standard s ize  
and the usual precautions regarding moisture apply (see Perkin-Elmer 
manuals). 
alignment when a c lear  window is useful.  "his window could a l so  be useful  
f o r  operation i n  the v i s ib l e  and W portion of the spectrum i f  instrument 
The fused s i l i c a  window is supplied f o r  use i n  inspection and 
capabi l i ty  were extended t o  those wavelength regions. 
* 
Beckman Instruments, Inc., Fullerton, California. 
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3.0 ALIGIYMENT 
I n i t i a l  alignment of t he  instrument a t  t he  NASA si te  w i l l  be performed 
by a Convair representative. The procedures involved are  as follows: 
The toro id  (see Fig. 2.2-l), M3, and the large diagonal M4 mirror assembly 
should be placed on the  s l i de  mount and located as close t o  the  rotat ing 
window plate  as possible and fastened i n  place with the  two screws pro- 
vided. The s m a l l  ro ta t ing  window pla te  is  not ins ta l led  a t  this t i m e .  
The Model 210 grating monochromator i s  set in to  posit ion i n  the  
three holes provided i n  the  mounting platform (set  it down l igh t ly  so  as 
not t o  damage the  thermocouple i f  it i s  ins ta l led  i n  the monochromator). 
The diagonal mirror past t h e  e x i t  s l i t  i s  removed from the  l i gh t  path s o  
that a mercury a rc  lamp source may be focused on the exit s l i t .  Convair 
uses a spec ia l  a r c  housing which bo l t s  d i rec t ly  t o  the Model 210 mono- 
chromator f o r  the  H4 lamp and uses a lens i n  a holder t h a t  s i t s  on the  mono- 
chromator base t o  focus the  l i gh t  from the  H4 onto the  e x i t  s l i t .  
required that the  aperture of t he  e x i t  s l i t  be f i l l e d  by t h i s  l igh t .  
Failure t o  f i l l  the  aperture can lead t o  d i f f i c u l t i e s  i n  the  alignment. 
It is  suggested that after t h e  mercury a rc  i s  s e t  i n t o  posit ion and it 
appears that the  aperture i s  f i l l e d ,  a white card be placed i n  front of 
the entrance s l i t  of t he  spectrometer and that the posi t ion of the  mercury- 
It is 
a rc  image on the  e x i t  s l i t  be moved s l igh t ly  back and fo r th  across the 
s l i t .  The green l i ne  image on the  card i n  f ront  of the spectrometer w i l l  
move and clear ly  define the  aperture extremities.  
The l i gh t  emerging from the  front  entrance s l i t  passes in to  the 
instrument and i s  intercepted by the f irst  diagonal, M4. It should pass 
as close as possible t o  the edges of the parabola, IQ, without s t r ik ing  
it. 
toroid w i l l  probably not be a problem. 
M4 mirror with a white card. 
of t h i s  mirror. 
i n  i t s  holder t o  cause it t o  intercept the en t i r e  beam. With the f i r s t  
diagonal f i l l e d ,  the l i gh t  w i l l  f a l l  on the toroid,  M 3 .  Check with a 
white tab  t o  be sure the l i g h t  does not f a l l  off the edges of IQ. The 
l i g h t  then should f a l l  on the second or small diagonal, M 2 .  Check t o  
Because of the fixed posit ion of the monochromator, s t r i k ing  the 
Check the  area illuminated on 
The l i g h t  should not f a l l  off  of the edges 
If necessary, the f irst  diagonal may be pushed l a t e r a l l y  
make sure t h a t  the beam from M3 t o  M2 does not s t r i k e  M4; i f  it does, a 
l a t e r a l  adjustment of M4 i s  required. 
the beam should approximately center on t h i s  mask. 
M3 i s  not i n s t a l l ed  a t  t h i s  point.)  
move the beam onto M3, it may be accomplished by a small adjustment of the 
toroid,  using the Allen screws on the  back of the mirror. 
adjustment is  required, probably a ro ta t ion  of M4 has occurred and should 
be corrected. 
loosening the Allen screws on the M4 ro ta t ion  adjustment, replacing the 
toroid-diagonal assembly with the Allen wrench i n  place, adjusting the M4 
t o  center the beam on the mask of M2 and tightening the Allen screws. 
alignment a t  NASA Ames, it i s  not anticipated t h a t  the above adjustments 
w i l l  be required unless the mirrors a re  removed for aluminizing or changes. 
There is a mask i n  f ront  of M2 and 
("he mask i n  f ron t  of 
I f  a small adjustment is  required t o  
If a large 
This may be accomplished by removing the M4-If3 mirror assembly, 
After 
The l i g h t  from the f i r s t  diagonal, M2, i s  re f lec ted  up t o  the over- 
The alignment of M l  and M 2  head mirror, M l  and then down t o  the sample. 
is  c r i t i c a l  and adjustment w i l l  be required from time t o  time; the alignment 
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should be checked f a i r l y  often.  Adjustment is  as  follows: Make sure 
t h a t  the  large rotat ion cylinder with the assembly which holds the e l l i p se ,  
e tc . ,  is "pushed a l l  the way in." (The e l l i p s e  i s  not i n s t a l l ed  a t  t h i s  
time.) If t h i s  is  neglected when adjusting ML, then, when a vacuum is 
created i n  the tank, the cylinder w i l l  "pull i n "  and the image w i l l  not 
f a l l  properly on the sample. 
holds the  samples, e l l i p se ,  e t c .  
Place a small l e v e l  on the  base p la te  which 
Rotate the cylinder t o  l eve l  the plate .  
Set the angle pointer t o  zero. The small spherical  mirror M l  should be 
positioned d i r ec t ly  over the sample and the beam from small diagonal M2 
should d i r ec t  the l i g h t  t o  the overhead spherical  mirror so tha t  it com- 
p le te ly  f i l l s  it and so t h a t  none of the  beam passes around the edges. 
This can be checked by holding a white card over the mirror. Also, it 
should be ascertained t h a t  the l i g h t  does not o v e r f i l l  the f i r s t  diagonal, 
E?, and t h i s  a l so  can be checked by the use of a white card held i n  the 
d i rec t ion  of the beam past  the diagonal. 
on Ml and M 2 ,  adjust  M1 so t h a t  the image f a l l s  on the sample and within 
With the l i g h t  properly adjusted 
the l i m i t s  of the opening of the sample cap. 
It i s  necessary t h a t  mirrors Ml and M2 do not touch the sample cylinders 
or other components on the base p la te .  
the large ro ta t ion  cylinder i s  turned would be prac t ica l ly  impossible due t o  
To accomplish th i s  by inspection when 
the i n a b i l i t y  t o  obtain a sa t i s fac tory  view of the components involved. As 
a r e s u l t ,  mirrors M l  and E were mounted on a b a l l  bearing arrangement such 
t h a t  f o r  adjustment of these mirrors the M l - M 2  mirror assembly could be 
rotated i n  a way which i s  equivalent t o  the ro ta t ion  of the large ro ta t ion  
cylinder.  After adjustment these two mirrors a re  held i n  a fixed posi t ion 
by a screw a t  the base of the  p la te  which f i t s  i n t o  the housing. 
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To check the mirrors t o  assure t h a t  there i s  m contact, ro ta te  the 
sample assembly t o  a 100% measurement position, remove the screw a t  the 
base of the plate ,  ro t a t e  the M l  and M2 mirror assembly and check t o  make 
ce r t a in  t h a t  neither mirror s t r ikes  the  cylinders holding the sample nor 
the base of the sample holder assembly. M l  should come close t o  t h i s  base 
but should not touch it. 
not occur, re turn the mirrors t o  t h e i r  o r ig ina l  posit ion and i n s t a l l  the 
screw t h a t  blocks the ro ta t ion  of the mirror adjustment assembly. 
After checking and assuring tha t  fouling does 
The large hemi-ellipsoid kinematically mounts on the base p la te  by 
a ball-V groove arrangement. 
It was focused before delivery and should require no refocusing or  alignment. 
Focusing the e l l i p so id  i s  an involved tedious and time consuming operation. 
The method used t o  focus it w i l l  be described here, i n  case focusing adjust-  
ment or  checking i s  required a t  some future  date.  
character of the source, e l l i p so id  focusing i s  not highly c r i t i c a l ,  however, 
It is  fastened t o  the base by three  screws. 
Due t o  the three dimensional 
f o r  bes t  operation, the accurate focus of the hemi-ellipsoid i s  desirable.  
The sample, when i n  the  measurement position, must center a t  one focus 
of the hemi-ellipsoid. 
sample l i e  on the ro ta t ion  axis  of the large ro ta t ion  cylinder.  
t h i s ,  ro t a t e  one of the samples in to  the exact sample measurement posit ion.  
This may be checked with a f ine  scr ibe l i ne  on the e l l i p s e  base. This l i ne  
is  perpendicular t o  the axis  of ro ta t ion  and should project through the 
center of the sample holder cylinder when the sample is i n  the measurement 
posit ion.  
with the instrument. 
It i s  necessary that the center of the face of the 
To es tab l i sh  
The sample height may be checked by use of a j i g  which was shipped 
The j i g  consis ts  of a half  c i rcu lar  aluminum plate ,  
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and an aluminum bar with a small axle projecting from one end and a cutaway 
i n  the center.  The aluminum pla te  f i t s  in to  the "necked down" par t  of the 
large ro ta t iona l  cylinder, and the bar  cradles i n  the posit ion provided f o r  
it i n  the p la te  and the other end of the bar  fas tens  in to  the f ront  plate  i n  
a hole provided. 
of the cylinder a t  the sample posit ion.  
This was s e t  up properly during manufacture and it i s  not l i ke ly  t h a t  it 
w i l l  change unless the sample holder or s t ruc tu ra l  parts of the instrument 
a re  changed. 
A screw with a pointed t i p  locates the center of rotat ion 
This should j u s t  touch the sample. 
After the sample height and posit ion are  checked, the sample center 
is  designated as one focus of the hemi-ellipsoid and the mirror i s  then 
adjusted t o  place the other focus a t  the  source position. 
assembly including source, sample uni t ,  e t c .  a r e  removed from the instrument 
and made secure on a table .  A sample d isc  is  made with a pin-hole i n  the 
center. A la the  is  used t o  make the pin-hole i n  order t o  properly locate 
the hole i n  the center.  The back underpart of the sample i s  beveled t o  
allow light from as wide an angle as possible t o  get  through the pin-hole. 
A s m a l l  l i g h t  bulb, battery-operated or  otherwise, is  placed i n  the sample 
cylinder against  the disc  so tha t  the l i g h t  passes through the hole. This 
provides essent ia l ly  a point source a t  one of the f o c i  of the e l l i p s e .  
graphite source i s  removed from i t s  holder and a white card w i t h  crossed 
l i nes  i s  placed i n  the same plane as the top of the sample and the in t e r -  
sect ion of the crossed l i nes  i s  located a t  the other focus, 2" from the 
sample. A mirror is  placed on a holder so t h a t  the card face and crossed 
l i nes  may be viewed from under the edge of the e l l i p s e .  
The e l l i p s e  base 
The 
The l i g h t  i s  turned 
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on and the  posit ion and qual i ty  of t h e  image on the  card i s  viewed. 
image should f a l l  precisely on the intersect ion of the  cross l ines  and the  
focus should be good. 
moving the  card up and down s l igh t ly  a t  the focus position. If the focus 
i s  not optimum a t  the source plane, then an adjustment of the  e l l i p se  i s  
required. 
The 
The qual i ty  of focus obtainable can be determined by 
Focusing of the  e l l ipso id  i s  accomplished by adjustments on the  two 
semi-circular bracket arrangement which are cemented t o  the  el l ipsoid.  It 
was or iginal ly  intended t o  focus each quarter of t he  e l l ipso id  separately 
and three adjustments were provided on each semi-circle. 
quarters of the e l l ipso id  joined together and cemented only three of the  
adjustments out of t he  t o t a l  six are required. I n  the procedure used, the  
se t t i ng  screws of three of the  adjustments were set "loose" s o  as not t o  
obstruct the movement of the  e l l ipso id  and adjustment w a s  accomplished 
with t h e  other three s e t t i n g  screws. Reference is  made t o  Figure 3.0-1 
showing the adjusting arrangement. The e l l i p se  i s  bonded t o  the upper 
semi-circle w i t h  s i l i cone  rubber. T h i s  semi-circle has a hole arrangement 
t o  accommodate the adjusting screw w i t h  i t s  large f la t  cap. This screw f i ts  
in to  t h e  base semi-circle. Up and down adjustments are made by locking the  
lower clamp r ing  on the  adjusting screw and turning by means of a s m a l l  
axle  o r  rod, the upper clamp r ing  being t i g h t  t o  the  screw but su f f i c i en t ly  
below the  upper semi-circle t o  allow turning. Lateral adjustments are made 
by s l id ing  the  upper semi-circle on the head of the adjusting screw. These 
adjustments are made with some d i f f i c u l t y  but can be accomplished. 
With the  two 
A f t e r  the 
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e l l i p s e  is  properly focused, as evidenced by the optimum figure on the 
card cross l ines ,  the adjustments are  tightened i n  place and the focus 
again checked before removing the focusing gear. 
It i s  not recommended t h a t  focusing of the e l l ipso id  be undertaken 
l i gh t ly .  
i s  required. 
out the l i f e  of the instrument, unless some 'a l terat ions a re  made or unless 
a new e l l i p s e  i s  in s t a l l ed .  
Clear and de f in i t e  information should be available t h a t  focusing 
It i s  not ant ic ipated tha t  focusing w i l l  be required through- 
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4.0 OPERATION 
4.1 SAMPLE LOADING 
To load samples, f i rs t ,  remove the multiple sample assembly from the 
opening i n  the base p la te .  
a s  possible, using an a i r  l i n e .  Holding the sample assembly i n  a v e r t i c a l  
posit ion,  unscrew the caps a t  the base of the sample system and remove the 
Blow out a s  much of the water i n  the system 
water cooling cylinders. 
of the samples i n  the holder. There is  a threaded hole i n  the base of 
these cylinders i n to  which a screw may be placed t o  f a c i l i t a t e  removal 
of the cylinders.  Lubricate the "0" rings and place the sample on top 
Keeping the cylinders up r igh t  limits the wetting 
of the cylinders and place the cylinders on a table .  It i s  necessary t o  
turn  the i n l e t  and ou t l e t  on the water cylinders i n  the proper direct ion 
t o  allow a passage of water through the system. The proper arrangement 
i s  evident upon inspection. There are  two types of cylinders; two i n  
which the water comes out a t  a r igh t  angle t o  the incident direct ion and 
two which are  s t r a igh t  through. Lower the sample holder un i t  over the 
sample and cylinder and then press the cylinder i n  u n t i l  the sample sea ts  
i n  i ts  proper posi t ion.  Then turn  the sample holder upside down and screw 
the cap i n  place. It is  necessary t h a t  the screw cap contact the cylinder 
i n  order t o  firmly press the "0" rings against  the sample surface. 
there a re  var ia t ions i n  sample thickness, it may be necessary t o  use 
washers between the cap and the cylinder.  With a l i t t l e  experience, a 
"feel" can be developed f o r  the cap t ightening operation t o  know when the 
rings a re  being su f f i c i en t ly  squeezed t o  make a water-t ight j o i n t .  
With a l i t t l e  pract ice ,  the sample loading can be accomplished so t h a t  
If 
I t  11 0 
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water leaks do not occur. 
sample uni t  should be tes ted  f o r  leaks (run water through system and pinch 
the  hose t o  give back pressure) before it i s  put i n to  posit ion i n  the base 
plate .  
After a l l  four samples a re  loaded, the assembled 
The sample holder system is held i n  place by four Allen screws 
and made vacuum t i g h t  by an "0" r ing  seal. 
sample caps, necessary f o r  reduction of ref lected l i g h t  back t o  the source, 
elevates s l i gh t ly  the sample holder w a l l s  and care i s  necessary when s l id ing  
the sample uni t  back in to  posit ion.  With the angular sample caps, it may 
be necessary t o  remove the caps and replace them from above with the  
The addition of the black 
e l l i p so id  removed from the system. 
4.2 SOURCE OPEMTION 
The mercury a rc  source i s  fixed i n  place on the source holder and w i l l  
require l i t t l e  maintenance and a t ten t ion .  The gray body or graphite 
source sea ts  i n  the water-cooled sample holder opposite the mercury a rc  
and w i l l  require replacement of filament from time t o  time. 
found i n  laboratory t e s t s  a t  Convair t ha t  t h i s  source lasts f o r  days under 
constant operation i n  a vacuum. 
It has been 
I n  the purge atmosphere (argon) i n  which 
the t e s t s  f o r  the NASA samples were made, it was found t h a t  the l i fe t ime 
of a filament was about 8 hours. The d i f f i c u l t y  apparently was t h a t  the 
system was not su f f i c i en t ly  pumped out before the i n e r t  gas was introduced. 
I n i t i a l l y ,  i n  using i n e r t  gas it was found t h a t  the l i fe t ime of the filament 
was only about 2 t o  3 hours or l e s s .  This was found t o  be due t o  impurities 
i n  the commercial argon used and was remedied by  flowing the argon through 
a s t a in l e s s  steel  tube containing titanium chips heated i n  a chemical 
furnace t o  red heat.  Evacuating the tank t o  mm of mercury and in t ro-  
ducing argon through the heated titanium, the 8 hours or more of operation 
of the tungsten filament was obtained. The un i t  fails  through the forma- 
t i on  of a moss-like filmy mass inside the graphite thimble. The system 
would operate apparently sa t i s f ac to r i ly  i n  e i t h e r  the 100% or i n  the 
sample position, but then when it was inverted, the moss would f a l l  down 
through the filament and cause d i f f i c u l t i e s  which manifest themselves i n  
fluctuations of the  gages showing filament voltage and current,  resul t ing 
shor t ly  thereaf te r  i n  the f a i l u r e  of the filament. 
m e  filament used i s  of a type used i n  the 1000 watts quartz iodine 
* 
lamps and a 
ment. Extra 
l i n e  lamps. 
supply of ex t ra  filaments was f i r s t  furnished with the ins t ru-  
filament material  has been obtained from the long th in  quartz 
It is  necessary t o  develop a technique f o r  putt ing a new 
filament i n to  the  sample holder, but with some pract ice  t h i s  can be 
accomplished sa t i s f ac to r i ly .  
from the instrument by loosening the Phi l l ips  head screw and slipping the 
The gray body source uni t  may be removed 
leads from the source out from the  source holder. The graphite cap i s  
removed from the  lava rock base by removing two pins, one on e i t h e r  s ide 
of the source. The graphite cap i s  cleaned out and the replacement 
tungsten filament is  put on the two lead-in wires. A small current can 
be applied across the tungsten filament t o  heat  it jus t  barely t o  a 
v is ib le  red i n  order t o  allow fashioning it i n t o  a sui table  shape. It 
i s  f e l t  very l i k e l y  t h a t  with the use of b e t t e r  vacuum equipment t h a t  
the i n e r t  gas atmosphere operation can be carr ied on f o r  considerably 
longer than 8 hours before f a i l u r e  of the filament. 
* 
General Elec t r ic  Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 
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The source operates a t  about 50 t o  60 watts power. Aside from the 
d i f f i c u l t i e s  of moss i n  the cap which causes trouble on inversion of the 
system, the source was found t o  be s tab le  and functioned well .  
4.3 VACUUM AND PITRGE ATMOSPHERE 
"'e system was designed f o r  vacuum operation. 
checkout, considerable d i f f i c u l t y  was found i n  operating under vacuum con- 
d i t ions  and as an expediency, t e s t ing  was accomplished using an i n e r t  argon 
atmosphere. In  reviewing the pros and cons of operating i n  a vacuum versus 
an i n e r t  atmosphere, there do not seem t o  be any compelling reasons t o  use 
a vacuum and there a re  some r e a l  disadvantages. It was found tha t  the 
mater ia l  i n  the sample covers and the material  of the sample i t s e l f  tended 
t o  evaporate i n  a vacuum and t o  coat the  opt ics ,  especial ly  the large 
e l l i p so ida l  mirror. The rotat ions of components t h a t  are  required f o r  the 
operation of the instrument were found t o  be more d i f f i c u l t  t o  make under 
vacuum conditions than with an i n e r t  gas. 
negative pressure i n  the tank of 1 or 2 ps i  w a s  maintained t o  keep the 
ro ta t ion  cylinder "pushed in .  I' 
However, upon t e s t ing  and 
When i n e r t  gas w a s  used, a 
4.4 DETERMINATION OF Io (100%) AND I (REFLECTANCE MEASURl%ENT) 
With the sample, source, and e l l i p s e  ins ta l led ,  and a vacuum or  purge 
atmosphere established, the measurements may be begun. The gray body 
graphite source is  turned i n t o  the operation posi t ion and turned on and 
regulated a t  between 50 t o  60 watts. 
on (see the respective manuals for d e t a i l s ) .  
t o  a 100% measurement posi t ion.  
the 100 percent posi t ion.  
The amplifier and recorder a re  turned 
The sample assembly is  rotated 
The large ro t a t ion  cylinder is  rotated t o  
The posi t ion occurs a t  an angle of 173". In 
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t h i s  posit ion the small spherical  mirror i s  focused by the e l l ipso id  onto 
the  sample posit ion from which the sample is  removed and t ransfers  d i r ec t ly  
the radiat ion which would have illuminated the sample in to  the spectrometer. 
The chopper i s  turned on and the s igna l  i s  read on the recording system. 
S l i t  and gain se t t ings  a re  made t o  provide a f u l l  scale  reading on the 
f ront  d i a l  of the Brower Amplifier. 
cent)  datum, the large ro ta t ion  cylinder i s  rotated t o  the near normal 
reflectance angle a t  6" and one of the samples i s  rotated in to  posit ion.  
The I (reflectance datum) i s  then recorded and the sample assembly i s  
rotated t o  the next sample posit ion and so on i n  sequence u n t i l  a l l  four 
samples a re  recorded. The sample holder is  then rotated in to  the 100 per- 
cent posit ion and the large ro ta t ion  cylinder is  rotated in to  the 100 per- 
cent posi t ion and I i s  rechecked. It i s  possible f o r  the sample cylinders 
of the sample assembly t o  f o u l  the mirror, M1, and the mirror bracket if  
the proper ro ta t ion  sequencing i s  not adhered to .  
Convair, t h i s  problem was well  known but  s t i l l  i n  the i n i t i a l  t e s t ing  
fouling occurred several  times and the tank had t o  be opened and M l  
adjusted. 
had "learned" and the e n t i r e  s e t  of data for  NASA was obtained without a 
fouling mishap. 
After establishing t h i s  Io (100 per- 
0 
I n  checkout here a t  
Later, a f t e r  some use of the instrument, personnel involved 
4.5 INSTRUMENT SETTINGS 
Table 4.5-1 gives the combinations of gratings,  mirror or  Restrahlen 
p la tes ,  f i l t e rs ,  and windows for determination of reflectance spectra.  
Table 4.5-2 gives the  wavelength vs drum se t t ings ,  and Table 4.5-3 gives 
the se t t ings  used i n  the determination of the t e s t  reflectance spectra.  
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TABIE 4.5-1 
INSTRUMENT SETTINGS FOR mFL;ECTANCE MEASUKEX3NTS 
I 
WAVE ENGTH 
I N  MICRONS 
2.5 
2.6 - 4.0 
4.1 - 6.4 
6.5 - 10.2 
10.3 - 14.0 
14.1 - 15.0 
15 .1  - 20.0 
20.1 - 24.3 
24.3 - 30.0 
30.1 - 39.9 
40.0 - 50.0 
52.5 - 75.0 
77.0 - 90.0 
GRATING NO. 
240 L/mm 
240 " 
240 It 
101 I t  
101 
101 " 
40 
40 'I 
40 " 
20 
20 
10 
10 
FESTRAHIEN 
Mirror 
11 
11  
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
I1 
BaF2 
11 
KC 1 
KBr 
FI I 3 E R  
3 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
2 
2 
2 
WINDOW 
KBr 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
c SI 
II 
11 
Crystal 
Q u a r t z  
11  
11 
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TABU 4.5-2 
WAVELEXGTH VS DRUM SETTING FOR OPERaTION FROM 2.5 TO 100. 9 
D r u m  
A (P) C m - l  R e a d i n g  
D r u m  
Reading (PI c m - l  
A 
2.5 
3.0 
3.5 
4.0 
4.5 
5.0 
5.5 
6.0 
6.5 
7.0 
7.5 
8.0 
8.5 
9.0 
9.5 
10.0 
10.5 
11.0 
4000. 
3333 ' 
2857 * 
2500. 
2222. 
2000. 
1818 2 
1666.7 
1538 
1429. 
1333 
1250. 
1176. 
1111. 
1053 
1000. 
952 4 
909 1 
20.360 
15. ooo 
11.145 
8.360 
6.140 
4.345 
2.910 
1.710 
17 545 
15.463 
13.640 
12.065 
10.660 
0.41 
8.32 
7.32 
6.40 
5.682 
19 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23 
24. 
25 0 
26. 
27 
28. 
29. 
30- 
35 * 
40. 
45 
509 
55 9 
60. 
526 3 
500.0 
476.2 
454 9 5 
434.8 
416.7 
400. 
384.6 
370 * 4 
357.1 
344.8 
333.3 
285.7 
250.0 
222.2 
200.0 
181.8 
166.7 
13.48 
12.25 
11.12 
10.08 
9.12 
8.31 
7.50 
6.78 
6.06 
5.44 
4.84 
4.30 
15 78 
12.32 
9.61 
7.52 
5.74 
20.82 
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TABLE 4.5-2 
WAVELENGTH VS DFUM SETTING FOR OPERATION FROM 2.5 TO 100 p 
I 
Drum 
Reading 
D?Xlm 
Reading 
11.5 869.6 4.84 65 153.8 18.24 
12 .o 
12.5 
13 9 
14. 
15 
16. 
17 
18 
833 3 
800.0 
769.2 
714 * 3 
666.7 
625.0 
588.2 
555.6 
4.14 
3.52 
2.92 
1.88 
0.096 
18.60 
16.42 
14.94 
70 142.9 16.18 
75 133 -3 14 20 
80. 125.0 12.66 
11.20 85 117.6 
90. 111.1 9.94 
'35 105 *3 8.76 
100. 100 0 7.80 
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INSTRUI4ENT SETTINGS USED FOR D E T E W N A T I O N  OF 
SAMF'IE REFIECTANCE AND FALSE ENERGY DETERMINATION 
WAVE LENGTH 
I N  MICRONS 
2.5 
3. 
3.5 
4. 
4.5 
5. 
5.5 
6. 
6.5 
7. 
7.5 
8. 
8.5 
9. 
9.5 
10. 
10.5 
11. 
11.5 
12. 
GAIN SUT 
0.490 
0.520 
0.515 
0 9 770 
0 945 
0 970 
0.710 
0.785 
0.510 
0.420 
0.675 
1.175 
1.355 
1.160 
1.43 
0.755 
0.740 
0.780 
0.890 
1.070 
HESTRAHLEN 
Mirror 
I f  
II 
11 
11 
II 
If 
11 
11 
11  
11 
11 
11 
11 
I t  
I1 
11 
II 
11 
I t  
4-9 
FI IITER 
NO. 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
W I N D O W  
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
FALSE 
F I m R  
Quartz 
NERGY 
PERCENT 
~ 
0. 
TABLE 4.5-3 
INSTRUMENT SETTINGS USED FOR DETERMINATION OF 
SAMPLE REFIECTANCE AND FALSE ENERGY DETERMINATION 
WAVE LENGTH 
I N  MICRONS 
14. 
16. 
17 
18. 
l (3 .  
20. 
21. 
22. 
23 9 
24. 
25 
26. 
27 9 
28. 
29 - 
30. 
35 9 
40. 
S U T  
1.00 
0.660 
0.534 
0.515 
0.724 
0.60 
2.00 
RESTRAHLEN 
Mirror 
I? 
11 
I 1  
11 
1 1  
11 
I I  
11 
TI 
11 
1 1  
ll  
11  
11 
BaFz 
BaFz 
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FII3ER 
NO. 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
8 
F; 
8 
8 
2 
W I N D O W  
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
Kf3r 
C S I  
c S I  
c S I  
C S I  
C S I  
C S I  
C S I  
C S I  
c S I  
C S I  
C S I  
: Q u a r t z  
FALSE 
FILTER 
Q u a r t z  
Quartz 
NaC 1 
NaC 1 
NaC 1 
N a C  1 
ERGY 
ERCENT 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
TABLE 4.5-3 
WAVE LENGTH 
I N  MICRONS 
45 * 
50 
55 
60. 
65 
70 
75 
75 9 
80 
85 
90 * 
INSTRUMENT SETTINGS USED FOR DETERMINATION OF 
SWLE REFIECTANCE AND FALSE ENERGY DETERMINATION 
GAIN 
25 .nv 
25 .nv 
25.n~ 
25 .nv 
25.n~ 
25 .nv 
25 .nv 
25.n~ 
2 5 . ~  
25.n~ 
25 .nv 
SLIT 
0.800 
2.00 
1.55 
0.810 
0.730 
1.055 
1.28 
0.980 
1.50 
1.53 
2.00 
HESTRAHLEN 
BaFz 
BaF2 
KC 1 
KC 1 
KC 1 
KC 1 
KC 1 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
KBr 
FI I T E R  
NO. 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
WINDOW 1~ 
C Quar t z  
11 
I t  
It  
It  
t1 
11 
I t  
I t  
11 f r  
KBr 
KBr 
C s B r  
C s B r  
C s B r  
C s B r  
KBr 
C s B r  
C s B r  
C s B r  
1. 
0.5 
0. 
0. 
0. 
1. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
8.  
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4.6 ANGULAR MEASUREMENTS 
To make angular measurements, the  main tank l i d  and the e l l i p s e  are re- 
moved and the near normal incidence sample caps are removed from the two 
samples f o r  which angular measurements are possible (as l i s t e d  on the 
Table on the main tank).  The angular sample caps are placed i n  posi t ion 
and oriented properly so t h a t  the sample i s  shielded from the d i r e c t  
rad ia t ion  from the  source. A r e s t r i c t i v e  ba f f l e  is  placed i n  f ront  of 
the  large toroid,  m. This l i m i t s  the  width of the beam and allows angular 
measurements t o  a much greater  angle than would otherwise be possible. 
t h i s  point,  the  mercury green l i n e  should be run backwards through the 
A t  
instrument and the pa t te rn  on the sample checked. An adjustment of M1 
may be necessary. The angular l i m i t  may be determined by ro ta t ing  the 
base p la te ,  e t c .  (keep it "pushed in") .  
l i n e  s t r i k e s  the  r i m  of the  sample holder cylinder is  the maximum per- 
The angle a t  which the green 
missible angle using a f l a t  sample. If the sample disc  were cu t  special ly  
on a la the  so tha t  it would f i t  i n t o  the sample holder but project s l i g h t l y  
above i t s  present l e v e l  so t h a t  t he  edges of the  sample holder would not 
r e s t r i c t  the angular view, measurements out t o  greater  angles could be 
made. Then, the  maximum angle which could be measured would be an inverse 
function of the width of the ba f f l e  opening. Thus, large angle performance 
i s  obtained a t  the expense of energy t o  the detector  which amaunts t o  a 
tradeoff between extended wavelength coverage and the  s i ze  of the  angle t o  
be measured. 
Using f l a t  (planer) samples, angular measurements out t o  77" were 
studied t o  wavelengths of 22 p .  If required, the angle can be extended 
as noted above and the  wavelength region can be extended through the  use of 
a d i f f e ren t  thermocouple. 
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5.0 DETERMI~TION OF SAMPIE REFLECTANCE 
5 -1 NEAR NORMAL DATA 
Phe r e su l t s  obtained on the NASA-supplied samples are given i n  Table 
5.1-1 and i n  graphical fomn i n  Figures 5.1-1 through 5.1-6. 
i s  reasonable and as far as.can be found consistent with l i t e r a t u r e  
reports .  The vacuum deposited s i l v e r  gave very surpr is ing r e su l t s .  
In  f a c t ,  the  wr i te r  was so surprised during data  taking t h a t  the ins t ru-  
ment tank was opened and the alignment of the instrument was checked. 
The data  
Tnere was, of course, nothing wrong with the alignment. The thought then 
occurred t h a t  the sample was of such a nature t h a t  there were interference 
phenomena present, which should have been obvious i n  the  f i r s t  place. As 
an afterthought,  on reviewing the data for t h i s  repcr t ,  it seems it would 
have been useful  t o  have taken the data a t  much more closely spaced wave- 
length increments t o  b e t t e r  resolve the re f lec t ion  spikes.  
Daring the handling of the vacuum deposited aluminum sample, water w a s  
inadvertently allowed t o  w e t  the surface of the  aluminum. The sample was 
cleaned i n  an alcohol vapor bath but did not seem as br ight  and shiny t o  
the eye as it had beforehand and possibly the sample was degraded by t h i s  
accident.  
I n  Table 5.1-2 are  given the reflectance values obtained on some 
samples, as determined by the e l l i p s o i d a l  device and i n  Table 5.1-3 as 
run i n  the  hohlraum. These data are presented graphically i n  Figures 
5.1-7 through 5.1-10. On the  f igures  the  e l l i p s o i d a l  data is  shown as 
a se r i e s  of triangles. There i s  general  agreement, however, there a re  
some discrepancies evident. The hohlraum data  tends t o  be s l i g h t l y  higher 
5 -1 
than the e l l i p so ida l  data,  especial ly  i n  the long wavelength regions. 
sample self-emission e r ror ,  which is  present i n  the hohlraum and absent 
i n  the e l l i p so ida l  device, would tend t o  cause t h i s  type of behavior. 
The only thing t h a t  i s  puzzling about it i s  tha t  it does not occur i n  
a l l  cases. 
A 
The 3 M  velvet black paint shows the e f f ec t  i n  some measure. 
The zinc oxide potassium s i l i c a t e  sample shows it very markedly; whereas, 
the Sherman W i l l i a m s  f l a t  acry l ic  white paint does not show the e f f ec t .  
There is  the fur ther  in te res t ing  phenomenon t h a t  on the reflectance spikes, 
i . e . ,  the points of r e l a t ive ly  high reflectance,  i n  a generally low re f l ec t -  
ance sample, the hohlraum data  l i e s  higher. 
the Sherman W i l l i a m s  f l a t  acry l ic  white paint but i s  a l so  noted on the 3 M  
black velvet.  
instrument. The reasons a re  not c lear .  The resolution performance of the 
Model 210 grat ing is  superior t o  tha t  of the prism instrument which works 
with the hohlraum and it does not appear t h a t  the e r ror  is l i k e l y  t o  be 
This is  especial ly  noted i n  
The source of t h i s  discrepancy w i l l  be studied using Convair's 
due t o  resolution problems. 
The hohlraum data on the gold is  not shown but was e s sen t i a l ly  co- 
incident with the e l l i p so ida l  data .  
5.2 ANGULAR DATA 
The angular data taken on two NASA-supplied samples, namely, cobalt  oxide 
and 3M black velvet paint are shown i n  tabular  form i n  Table 5.2-1 and i n  
graphical form i n  Figures 5.2-l through 5.2-3. The behavior of the 3 M  
black velvet paint  is  reasonable and not par t icu lar ly  surpr is ing.  The 
behavior of the angular reflectance of the Tabor so la r  absorber amazed 
the operators. Here again, as with the  vacuum deposited s i l v e r  sample, 
5 -2 
the  instrument was opened up and the alignment checked t o  be sure t h a t  
something was not amiss inside.  The t o t a l  hemispherical emittance of t h i s  
type of sample as calculated from the near normal reflectance data without 
regard t o  the angular e f fec ts  could be i n  e r ror  by a serious amount. 
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WAVELENG"J3 
I N  MICRONS 
205 
39 
3.5 
4. 
4.5 
5. 
5.5 
6. 
6.5 
7. 
7.5 
8, 
8.5 
9. 
99 5 
10. 
10.5 
11. 
11.5 
12. 
TABLE 5.1-2 
PERCENT HEFIECTMCE OF CONVAIR SUPPLIED SAMPIES 
V. D. G O D  
ON QUAKCZ 
CHYSTAL 
0 963 
0.955 
0.953 
0.954 
0.956 
0.957 
0.952 
0.947 
0.951 
0.959 
0.955 
0.962 
0.965 
0.946 
0.948 
0.960 
0.961 
0.956 
0.956 
0.957 
ZINC OXIDE I N  
POTASSIUM 
S I  U C A T E  
0.503 
0.212 
0.122 
0.120 
0.100 
0.086 
0.058 
0.043 
0.036 
0.034 
0.027 
0.025 
0.012 
0.008 
0.007 
0.007 
0.009 
0.010 
0.010 
0.012 
3M W L W T  
B U C K  PAINT 
0.017 
0.016 
0.018 
0.018 
0.018 
0.018 
0.018 
0.017 
0.016 
0.016 
0.014 
0.013 
0.045 
0.096 
0.113 
0.063 
0.042 
0.040 
0.038 
0.034 
SHERWIN WILLIAMS 
FIAT ACFELIC 
WHITE PAINT 
0.252 
0.074 
0.044 
0.110 
0.139 
0.112 
0.074 
0.043 
0 055 
0.037 
0.039 
0.038 
0.033 
0.038 
0.053 
0.159 
0.072 
0.054 
0.041 
0.032 
5 -8 
c 
WAVETENGTH 
I N  MICRONS 
12.5 
13 * 
14. 
17 
16. 
17 
18 * 
19 
20. 
21. 
22 
23 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27 
28. 
29. 
30. 
35 9 
TOW 5.1-2 
PERCENT REFLECTANCE OF C O W A I R  SUPPIXED SAMPIES 
V.D. GOID 
ON QUARTZ 
CRYSTAL 
0.957 
0.960 
0.955 
0.954 
0.966 
0.966 
0.965 
0 963 
0.968 
0.966 
0.966 
0.971 
0.966 
0.969 
0 967 
0 0 973 
0.966 
0.964 
0 972 
0 970 
ZINC OXIDE I N  
POTASSIUM 
S I L I C A T E  
0.008 
0.007 
0,006 
0.005 
0.004 
0.003 
0.010 
0.012 
0.016 
0.016 
0 * 018 
0.020 
0.025 
0.026 
0.030 
0.027 
0.023 
0.023 
0.020 
0.027 
3M V E L m T  
BLACK PAINT 
0.033 
0.036 
0.034 
0.032 
0 033 
0.030 
0.030 
0.030 
0.026 
0.061 
0.085 
0.074 
0.065 
0.065 
0 . 060 
0.058 
0.056 
0.055 
0.054 
0.055 
SHERWIN WILLIAMS 
FIAT ACHYLIC 
WRITE PAINT 
0.023 
0.019 
0.026 
0.085 
0.062 
0.051 
0.049 
0.049 
0.091 
0.151 
0.250 
0.205 
0.163 
0.162 
0.195 
0.157 
0.136 
0.146 
0.151 
0.160 
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WAVELENWH 
IN MICRONS 
40, 
45 
50, 
55. 
60. 
65 
70 
75 * 
80. 
85 * 
90 
TAE~IE 5.1-2 
PERCENT HEFLECTANCE OF CONVAIR SUPPIXED SAMPIES 
V.D. GOLD 
ON QUAHCZ 
CRYSTAL 
0- 963 
0 970 
0.968 
0.980 
0 9 974 
0 0 976 
0.972 
0.974 
0.991 
0 997 
Z I N C  OXIDE I N  
PrnAsSICuM 
S I L I C A T E  
0.019 
0.040 
0.022 
0.041 
0.027 
0.047 
0.056 
0.043 
0.054 
0.033 
0.052 
3M VELVET 
B U C K  PAINT 
0.065 
0.031 
0.047 
0.063 
0 067 
0.065 
0.058 
0.074 
0 093 
0.075 
0.061 
SHERWIN WILLTAMS 
FIAT ACRYLIC 
WRITE PAIKC 
0.160 
0.160 
0.161 
0.171 
0.149 
0.157 
0.190 
0.161 
0.241 
0.144 
0.254 
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TABLE 5.1-3 
PERCENT FiElFLECTANCE OF CONVAIR SUPPLJED SAMPIES HOHLRAUM DATA 
Z I N C  OXIDE I N  
POTASSIUM 
SILLCCATE 
0.520 
SRERWIN W1LI;TAMS 
ACRYLIC FIAT WHITE 
0.320 
0.100 
0.075 
0.170 
0.225 
0.190 
0.100 
0.075 
0.090 
0.065 
0.070 
0.055 
0.050 
0.070 
0.080 
0.130 
0.105 
WAVE IENGTH 
I N  MICRONS 
3M B U C K  
VELVET 
2.5 0.030 
3. 
3.5 
4. 
0.130 
0.080 
0.030 
0.030 
0.080 
0.085 
0.030 
0.045 4.5 
0.065 
0.050 
5. 
5.5 
6. 
6.5 
0.035 
0.040 
0.045 
0.045 
0.035 
0.035 
0.040 7. 
7.5 
8. 
8.5 
9. 
9.5 
10. 
0.040 
0.040 0.030 
0.020 0.075 
0.020 0.170 
0.125 0.025 
0.030 0.075 
0.060 10.5 0.030 
11. 
11.5 
12. 
0.030 0.065 
0.040 0.060 
0.020 0.055 
0.075 
0.065 
0.045 
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TABLE 5.1-3 
F’ERCENT REFLECTANCE OF CONVAIR S U P P U E D  SAMPIES HOHLFAUM DATA 
WAVE LENGTH 
I N  MICRONS 
12.5 
13 9 
14. 
15 
16. 
17 * 
18 
19 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27 * 
28. 
29- 
30. 
ZINC OXIDE I N  
POTASSIUM 
SILLICATE 
0.020 
0 * 020 
0.020 
0.030 
0.020 
0.020 
0.075 
0.090 
0 L 110 
0.110 
0,725 
0.135 
0.150 
0.165 
0.155 
0.170 
0.170 
0.130 
0.185 
3 M  BLACK 
VELVET 
0.060 
0.060 
0.055 
0.065 
0.060 
0.060 
0.070 
0 055 
0.075 
0.130 
0.130 
0.120 
0.105 
0.120 
0.100 
0.105 
0.125 
0.090 
SRERWIN WILLIAMS 
ACRYLIC FLAT WHITE 
0.040 
0.035 
0.045 
0.115 
0.075 
0,075 
0.090 
0.105 
0.140 
0.250 
0.260 
0.230 
0.200 
0.175 
0.205 
0.200 
0.200 
0.185 
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P 
I 
6.0 MAITJTEWCE 
For maintenance of the amplifier,  d i g i t a l  vol t  meter and d i g i t a l  recorder, 
reference i s  made t o  the  respective manuals. 
Perhaps some note regarding the  cleaning of the op t i ca l  surfaces i n  
the  tank i s  required. 
can be cleaned and reused or the surfaces can be stripped and new aluminum 
placed on the mirrors. Cleaning of uncoated front  surfaced aluminum 
mirrors is always t i c k l i s h  and the  surface, when cleaned, i s  never as 
good as the or ig ina l  surface. 
that cleaning can be accomplished sa t i s f ac to r i ly  by using isopropyl 
alcohol and a high grade of cotton. 
mirror and very l i gh t ly  rubbed w i t h  the  cotton. The rubbing i s  con- 
tinued u n t i l  t h e  mirror i s  dry. This works f a i r l y  w e l l ,  the  mirror 
w i l l  end up with very f ine  scratches which are v i s ib l e  t o  the eye. 
This makes no difference f o r  the infrared region of the spectrum. If 
it were desired t o  use the  instrument i n  the  W portion of t he  spectrum 
they would probably be unacceptable and re-aluminizing of the  mirrors 
would be required. 
Actually, it i s  probably more l i ke ly  t h a t  it w i l l  require cleaning than 
the  other mirrors w i l l  require cleaning. 
the  same fashion as w a s  described fo r  the mirrors - use isopropyl 
alcohol very carefully,  wipe the  surfaces with cotton, pour out the  
alcohol, and continue t o  wipe the  surfaces u n t i l  they are dry, w i t h  
soft cotton. If it becomes necessary t o  re-aluminize the  e l l i p se ,  
Convair’s experience i n  t h i s  regard may be of value. 
The mirrors (Ml, M2, M3, and M 4 )  i f  ‘contaminated 
It has been found i n  our laboratories 
The alcohol is  poured on the 
The large hemi-ellipsoid may require cleaning. 
This can be accomplished i n  
The hemi-ellipsoid 
6-1 
was received w i t h  a good coating of aluminum but  during t e s t s ,  various 
accidents and d i f f i c u l t y  it has degraded t o  the point t h a t  it was neces- 
sa ry  t o  re-aluminize. 
conventional fashion using a sulphuric acid copper su l fa te  mixture. 
surface was then cleaned i n  the accepted fashion and re-aluminized. 
coating looked good on removal from the chamber but the next day aluminum 
along the crack joining the two aLuminum quarter  e l l ipso ids  flaked and 
peeled. 
Our op t i ca l  shops s t r ipped the  aluminum i n  the 
The 
The 
This was a t t r i bu ted  t o  improper cleaning and the en t i r e  operation 
was repeated again. The same d i f f i c u l t y  was encountered. It was then de- 
termined t h a t  some of the cleaning solution was trapped i n  the crack space 
and tha t  the fumes were causing the aluminum t o  corrode and peel. The 
e l l i p s e  was soaked with a solut ion of sodium carbonate t o  neutralize any 
acid t h a t  remained i n  the cracks. It was placed i n  a vacuum chamber and 
pumped down and l e f t  overnight t o  attempt -bo dry out any moisture i n  the 
cracks, and it was then aluminized again and i n  t h i s  case the aluminization 
was successful. I f  re-aluminization i s  necessary, care should be taken 
not t o  introduce corrosive chemicals i n  the crack between the two quarters.  
6-2 
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APPENDIX 
RESEARCH REFORT 
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF INFRARED FEFUCTANCE DATA BEYOND 22 MICRONS FOR SPACE- 
CRAFT THERMAL ANALYSIS 
Ordinarily, the thermal design engineer is  concerned with the so la r  
reflectance of the  spacecraft surface material  and sometimes with the 
reflectance of ear th  emitted energy and sunlight ref lected from the ear th .  
"he solar  r e f l e c t i v i t y  i s  adequately covered by integrat ing sphere devices 
operating from about .3 p t o  about 2 p and data past  22 p is, of course, 
not required. Earth emission a t  wavelengths past  22 p can be s igni f icant ,  
accounting f o r  as much as 209 of the infrared f lux.  
The engineer is  a l so  concerned with the emission from the vehicle. 
Direct emission measurements from surfaces i n  the v i c in i ty  of 300°K a re  
d i f f i c u l t  t o  make and are  not generally prac t ica l .  
reflectance measurements a re  made and the emittance i s  calculated from the 
As  a consequence, 
equation 
A t  300°K a negligible amount of the blackbody energy (.OOl$) falls a t  
wavelengths shorter  than 2.5 p . However, 228 of the blackbody energy 
l ies a t  wavelengths past  22 p .  
drops, the percentage of the blackbody energy covered out t o  22 p a l so  
drops. 
would be obtained out t o  22 p and a t  1 0 0 ° K  9% of the energy of a black- 
As the temperature of the emitting surface 
For example, a t  200°K only 5576 of the energy of a 200°K blackbody 
A-1  
body would l i e  a t  wavelengths longer than 22 w. 
fo r  300°K surface temperatures i n  space the use of wavelengths past  22 p, 
would be highly desirable and as the temperature of the emitting surface 
becomes lower, the requirement f o r  greater  wavelength coverage increases. 
The occurrence of temperatures below 300°K i s  not uncommon i n  spacecraft 
pract ice  and fo r  some problems wavelength coverage past  22 p becomes 
prac t ica l ly  a necessity.  
Thus, it i s  seen t h a t  
Actually f o r  a rigorous emittance determination, the temperature of 
the sample should be a t  the temperature tha t  the emittance value is  
desired. 
a t  the ambient ( tap  water) temperature and the  reflectance is  determined 
and the emittance a t  various temperatures i s  calculated from the r e f l e c t -  
ance vs wavelength curve. This procedure has inherent i n  it the assumption 
t h a t  the  emittance a s  a function of wavelength does not change rapidly with 
temperature. This is  probably a good assumption f o r  most materials.  How- 
ever, it has not been checked i n  any great  d e t a i l  and work i n  t h i s  area 
i s  probably required. 
Ordinarily, however, t h i s  i s  not done. The sample is maintained 
Some consideration has been given t o  the storage of l iqu id  hydrogen 
f o r  deep space missions. Multiple radiat ion shields  facing the sun can 
reduce the f lux from the sun t o  a very small value and i f  the radiat ion 
from the hydrogen tank equals or exceeds the f lux  through the multiple 
shielding, then storage of the hydrogen without loss would be possible.  
The radiat ion from the surface a t  l iqu id  hydrogen temperature is of 
course, almost inf ini tes imal .  Hbwever, the heat penetrating the multi- 
ple  shields  can s imi la r ly  be reduced so tha t  the  ac tua l  emittance of 
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the hydrogen tank surface becomes important. There has been no experi- 
mental way t o  determine reflectances and thus emittances a t  the wave- 
lengths required, i n  the v i c in i ty  of 300 p. 
a l so  d i f f i c u l t  a t  l iqu id  hydrogen temperature. ) 
i s ,  of course, beyond the capabi l i t i es  of t h i s  instrument but it i s  
reasonable t h a t  sooner or l a t e r  requirements w i l l  e x i s t  for the  determi- 
nation of reflectances and emittances i n  the 200 t o  300 p wavelength 
region. 
(Calorimetric methods a re  
This wavelength coverage 
THE IMPORTANCE OF SPEC'IRAL REFIBCTANCE DATA FOR CHARACTERIZING COATING 
CONSTITUENTS 
Paint coatings are  made up of pigments and binders. In  the research 
approach t o  evolving b e t t e r  coatings, the separate study of the binder 
and the pigment i s  desirable as wel l  as the determination of the 
charac te r i s t ics  of the combination of the two. Synergistic e f f ec t s  are 
possible. The t o t a l  hemispherical emittance of ten used f o r  engineering 
answers t o  thermal control  problems are  of only very l imited value i n  
t h i s  area.  The determination of the spec t ra l  reflectance provides a means 
of "finding out what's going on." 
emittance a re  determined, the  separate e f f ec t s  of the binder, and the pig- 
ment a re  determined and so fo r th .  
reflectometer i s  so constructed tha t  it can be used w i t h  unconsolidated 
pigment materials.  Relative measurements a re  made against  analuminized 
surface and i f  care i s  exercised i n  turning the sample assembly so as not 
t o  dis turb the powders, 
The wavelength regions of high and low 
"he e l l i p so ida l  far  infrared spectro- 
Thus, an unconsolidated pigment power could be 
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studied without the necessity of compacting it, wetting it, and spraying 
it. 
A COMPARISON OF SPECTRAL REFLECTANCE DATA VS CALORIMETRIC TOTAL H E M I -  
SPHERICAL DATA FROM MEASUREMENT CONSIDERATIONS 
It seems t o  be one of the maxims of science t h a t  no one measurement 
determines everything desired. This i s  cer ta in ly  the case with regards 
t o  the comparison between calorimetric measurements and spec t ra l  r e f l ec t -  
ance measurements. 
of view of the advantages and the disadvantages of each method. 
The problem i s  perhaps bes t  discussed from the  point 
The advantages of the calorimetric method are:  1) In one measure- 
ment the  t o t a l  hemispherical emittance is  obtained without the require- 
ment f o r  integrat ion procedures. 2 )  The measurements have no '!wavelength 
coverage'' l imitat ions such tha t  par t  of the data is not obtained due t o  
lack of wavelength coverage. 
desired and the uncertainty of the calculat ion of emittance a t  one tempera- 
t u re  from an emittance as a function of wavelength curve taken a t  another 
temperature does not e x i s t .  
3 )  The data are  obtained a t  the temperature 
The disadvantages of the calorimetric method are:  1) Fai r ly  complex 
apparatus i s  involved so the rapid processing of samples i s  not possible.  
The data reduction techniques a re  of ten ra ther  involved. 2) Further 
calorimetric measurements do not furnish data which a re  as  useful as 
spec t r a l  reflectance data a re  f o r  research purposes. One " to t a l  answer" 
i s  obtained. L i t t l e  information i s  obtained as t o  how t o  improve, modify, 
and otherwise change the coating t o  improve i t s  performance. 
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The advantages of the spec t r a l  reflectance method are: 1) Samples 
I 
can be expeditiously processed. 
base changes or  modifications t o  obtain an improved type of coating. 
2 )  Information is  obtained on which t o  
Knowledge can be obtained as t o  where the reflectance i s  high o r  low from 
which conclusions can be drawn regarding as t o  which component should be 
a l t e r ed  t o  a t t a i n  b e t t e r  performance. 
The disadvantages of the spec t r a l  reflectance method are:  1) Often 
the  emittance is  required a t  a temperature o ther  than the temperature a t  
which the sample was maintained during measurement and the thermostating 
of the sample i s  of ten d i f f i c u l t  or impossible. 
perform an integrat ion over wavelength t o  obtain t o t a l  normal emittance. 
This i s  not a serious drawback inasmuch as the high speed computer tech- 
niques are available t o  perform t h i s  operation. If t o t a l  hemispherical 
emittance i s  required, then the angular dependence of the reflectance 
must be determined and integrat ion over angle as w e l l  as wavelength is  
required. This considerably increases the amount of time required t o  
obtain results. 
2)  It i s  necessary t o  
RECOMMENDATIONS OF FURTHER STUDY AREAS FOR LONG WAVELENGTH INFRARED 
TECHNIQUES 
The possible areas of research t h a t  come t o  mind have been touched on i n  
the above paragraphs. One area t h a t  needs checking, as noted above, i s  
the dependence of the reflectance vs wavelength curve on the temperature 
of the sample. The question needs t o  be answered as t o  how far  from the 
temperature of the sample i s  the data useful  f o r  calculat ing emittances 
a t  o ther  temperatures, what are the e f f ec t s  f o r  d i f f e ren t  types of surfaces,  
metals, and non-metals, e t c .  
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Another area which should be investigated i s  the  experimental 
checking of spec t ra l  reflectance data with calorimetric data. With the 
poss ib i l i ty  of running reflectance a t  closely spaced angles, it should 
be possible t o  very closely match the  calorimetrically determined 
emittance. 
A general survey of the  most commonly used materials i n  the  wave- 
length region past  22 1 ~ .  would be useful  inasmuch as the largest  par t  
of the data obtained t o  date has a cutoff point somewhere between 15 and 
30 w. 
have spec t ra l  data on the  thermal control coatings out t o  100 p. 
It would be useful  t o  the  aerospace thermal control community t o  
I 
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